
          Nature and how to help it            

           
In winter it’s chilly and cold. The branches are bare except the frost 

on them. The snow falls as you try to catch it on your tongue. The wind 
blows, ”whoosh,“ back and forth the trees sway, the branches crackling.The 
bears are hibernating in their caves, enjoying the warmth of their den. Birds 
will chirp when spring comes. 
 

Spring is here at last! The birds are chirping their little melodies. The 
sun shines so bright. In early spring the temperature is in the low forties. 
The bears come out of their hibernation. In late spring flowers bloom, plants 
sprout, and birds lay their eggs. Bees start to buzz.           

 
Summer! Summer’s finally here. The warmth of the summer sun feels 

so good on your cheeks. Dance in the freshly cut grass! Baby birds learn to 
fly. Leaves grow back on trees. Mosquitoes fill the air and bite. The cool 
breeze feels stupendous. The trees gently sway. You feel so bright. 
 

Autumn. In autumn the temperature drops and it’s a little frigid. The 
leaves change color and fall from the trees. Soon the trees are bare again. 
Bears and squirrels are collecting food for the winter. The geese fly to 
warmer places. Everyone gets ready for winter. 
 

The four seasons are my favorite. Nature is wonderful, but can be 
deceiving too like when you touch a soft skunk and it sprays you. I’m a 
nature person. I like plants and animals. If there was no nature, we wouldn’t 
be alive right now. Trees are being cut down. Global warming is happening. 
Help by planting trees in your backyard. Recycle and help pick up garbage 
on your street to help nature. If you can try not to use gas that would be 
helpful because gas send carbon dioxide in to the air and carbon dioxide is 
green house gas. Nature is one of the most important things on Earth. 
 


